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Maximize your technology investment

Red Hat® Technical Account Managers (TAMs) are highly technical product specialists who proac-
tively work with you to develop and support your value-added offerings. Your TAM will build a per-
sonal relationship with you to understand your unique business needs, proactively engage alongside 
your technology journey, and work toward faster issue resolution. Depending on how you want to 
partner with Red Hat, a TAM’s technical knowledge, cross-organizational reach, and deep under-
standing of support and engineering workflows will help you build, deliver, or support more stable 
and secure enterprise solutions.

Key benefits of a TAM engagement:

• A relationship with a named senior technical resource who has in-depth knowledge of your offer-
ings and an understanding of the goals of your partnership with Red Hat.

• Early access to product release information, supportability assessments to ensure your configura-
tions are supported, and faster time to market.

• Proactive planning and technical reviews to ensure continued alignment with your goals as a  
Red Hat partner.

• A direct line to Red Hat engineering and product management organizations to impact future 
product direction, features, and updates.

• Proactive notifications and resolutions for critical security issues, as well as end-to-end case man-
agement for issues affecting your customers.

• Insight into Red Hat product roadmaps to plan for and meet your long-term technology goals and 
ensure that your strategies align with product plans. 

Receive proactive support, personalized for your organization

Your TAM provides personalized attention and guidance to help you build and support solid offerings 
based on Red Hat solutions. Regularly scheduled reviews and on-site visits offer the opportunity to 
form a relationship with your TAM, who is an adviser and advocate for your organization.

In addition, your TAM offers proactive guidance to help you streamline your go-to-market plans, 
support your customers, and enhance the supportability of your portfolio. If you experience a 
problem, your TAM engages Red Hat resources to help resolve it as quickly as possible, while minimiz-
ing disruption to your business and customers.

TAMs are assigned by matching your organization’s specific needs with our engineers’ product and 
industry expertise. Your TAM has specialized knowledge of the Red Hat product families you use and 
can provide the expertise needed for your unique technical strategies.

Through strategic and operational planning sessions over the phone and on site, your TAM serves as 
your single point of contact at Red Hat and shares technical knowledge with your team. 
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Plan with a technical partner who is knowledgeable about your ecosystem

Your TAM is uniquely positioned to help you plan a technical solution that meets your technology 
goals and mitigates risks to your operational ecosystem. If you are building with Red Hat technology, 
your TAM will help ensure that your solutions are fully supportable. In addition, your TAM will work to 
reduce issues in your environment. If you have a problem that affects your customers, your TAM will 
work with you to understand who is affected and find a resolution as quickly as possible. Your TAM 
also provides visibility and access to the latest Red Hat technology and development plans through 
product betas and personalized roadmaps.

Connect to a network of Red Hat experts

With an in-depth knowledge of your portfolio, your TAM serves as your advocate within Red Hat and 
will be your direct link to Red Hat support, product management, and engineering teams. Also, as 
Red Hat has more than 2,200 independent software vendor (ISV) partnerships and over 700 inde-
pendent hardware vendor (IHVs) relationships, your TAM can be the single point of contact to resolve 
multivendor issues. Visit the Red Hat Customer Portal for more information.

Table 1. Service engagement menu

Plan Best practices

TAMs blend insight and industry trends with their knowledge of 
supporting Red Hat products to advise you on best practices.

Supportability assessments (version for build vs. service)

TAMs enlist experts at Red Hat to validate your customer’s 
configurations through technical review programs.

Product enhancements

Your TAM coordinates with Red Hat engineering and product 
management teams.

Early beta access and high-touch programs

TAMs inform you of opportunities where you can impact future 
product direction, and they guide you through the testing and 
validation process.

Specialist engagements

TAMs have access to key technical talent in Red Hat and can 
broker access to those resources as needed.

Life-cycle planning

TAMs have insight into Red Hat’s roadmap and can ensure 
alignment with your release planning or help optimize your 
support readiness and planning.
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Deploy Strategic cases

TAMs automatically engage on strategic, high-impact support 
cases to involve specialists and guide case resolution.

Critical situation management

In critical situations, TAMs coordinate resources, engage experts, 
guide the case’s technical direction, and advocate for your needs 
within Red Hat.

Proactive notifications

TAMs track bugs, errata releases, hardware and software 
advisories, new versions, and process changes to notify you of 
changes that may affect your environment.

Risk assessments

TAMs assist with periodic risk assessments to improve the 
security, stability, and performance of your Red Hat infrastructure 
and solutions.

Multivendor collaboration 

Using collaborative support agreements or on an ad hoc basis, 
TAMs guide support cases to resolution—regardless of the number 
of vendors involved.

Connect Sync calls

TAMs coordinate regular touchpoints to review cases, 
enhancements, projects, and ensure a high level of engagement 
between our organizations.

Partner communities

Announcements, notifications, and more are gathered in a private 
space on the Red Hat Customer Portal.

On-site visits

TAMs visit your environment to better understand your needs. 
Technical presentations are also available.

Proactive case analysis

Using tools such as case history and sos reports, TAMs perform 
ongoing analysis to help prevent issues.

http://redhat.com
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Connect (continued) Service reviews and metrics

Regular reports and discussion help TAMs highlight areas of 
concern and trends in Red Hat products in your portfolio.

TAM newsletter and webinars

The newsletter provides product milestones, tips and tricks, and 
more. You can also attend technical webinars exclusively for 
businesses working with a TAM.

Exclusive in-person events

TAMs offer invitations to special events where you can attend 
workshops and network with peers. 
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